Almost out-of-time:

Key of F

1) And try these chords in many other rhythms too.

And try these chords in many other rhythms too.

2) 

3)
Reminder: mix with hip-jazz e.g. Part of old "KFWB" [radio station]

Almost contrary motion study too.

Key of F#
4)

5)

slight pause

roll

Key of Eb
6)

Wondrously bright I chord placement of this already bright voicing:

Key of C
7)

chimes

all open
Great B.E.T. Moves for Me and the Students

Contemporary Chord Progression

Parallel Major Chord Study
Great B.E.T. Moves for me & the students
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Contemp. Ch. Prog.

9-11-94

Parallel Minor chord Fuku